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QUESNEL, B.C. – The City of Quesnel has received a number of grants in recent 
months from the provincial and federal governments that are helping the City move 
forwards on many different projects and programs. However, Council has repeatedly 
indicated they are going to continue working towards securing even more funding 
sources and opportunities. 
 
For example, a spring delegation to Ottawa led by Mayor Nate Bello, Coun. Mary 
Sjostrom and Quesnel Community and Economic Development Executive Director Jim 
Savage convinced members of the federal government’s BC Conservative Caucus that 
possibilities related to bio-energy and bio-products exist in our region and need to be 
explored. Those members worked with Western Economic Diversification officials and 
shortly after, a grant of $150,000 was received to perform research and development 
of local forest bio-energy and bio-product commercial facilities.  
 
“It’s imperative that we actively pursue every opportunity to diversify our economy,” 
said Mayor Nate Bello. “We are not satisfied to sit by complacently and do nothing. We 
will continue to lobby senior governments and ensure they are aware of their 
responsibility to invest in our infrastructure and our quality of life.” 
 
On Oct. 19, Mayor Bello, City Manager Charles Hamilton and Savage travelled to 
Vancouver to meet with Western Economic Development officials regarding Quesnel’s 
submission to the Community Economic Development Initiative. And on Thursday 
Nov. 1, Mayor Bello and Savage met with senior staff at the Northern Development 
Initiative Trust to talk about that submission and to outline some of the initiatives 
that will help Quesnel diversify its economy and continue to evolve as an economic 
generator for the province and the country. 
 
Council also continues to push for a meeting in Victoria with senior cabinet members 
to emphasize the needs of our community and how they can show their commitment 
to Quesnel and the Cariboo. 
 
“We will continue to work in the best interests of our taxpayers and the community to 
ensure that Quesnel remains a great place in which to live, work and invest,” added 
Bello.  
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